HOSPITALITY
ORIGINS COLLECTION

WO O L S L E E P E R S
ELITE

The Hospitality Origins Collection presents a new era in delivering
sustainable sleep solutions for the hospitality sector. We are experts in
sleep, with over 100 years’ experience in designing and manufacturing beds.
As a family owned business, we believe it is essential we leave a lasting
legacy for future generations - our purpose is to inspire people to sleep
sustainably, creating comfort with integrity.
We have been carbon neutral for over a decade by taking enormous
care in how we design and make our contract specification beds whilst
protecting our planet. Every material used in making our Hospitality Origins
Collection is fully sustainable and recyclable, meaning that our beds never
need to go to landfill.
Our handcrafted and hand-finished pocket sprung Woolsleepers range of
mattresses have been designed for an ultimate sleep experience and with
the utmost care for our environment.
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Eleven layers of comfort, enclosed in
beautiful unbleached, naturally FR rated
woven cotton and viscose ticking.
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A layer of 100% British wool
from Red Tractor assured farms

2

Additional layer of 100% British wool
from Red Tractor assured farms
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Adaptiv™ comfort springs
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100% British wool from Red Tractor
assured farms
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100% Swaledale British wool from
Red Tractor assured farms
ReActivePro™
8 turn pocket spring core with
edge-to-edge support
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Our 150cm Woolsleepers Elite mattress contains
16.3kg of 100% British wool from Red Tractor
assured farms, (equivalent to over 8 ﬂeeces).

5 year guarantee
on Woolsleeper
mattresses
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Our Triple Edge Protection™ provides true edge-to-edge support.
Two flat frames on the underside and top of the mattress, nestle up
to four rows of higher density springs on both sides of the mattress.
These are secured in place by two layers of active stiffening sheets
to create our contract specification triple edge protection.
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With Triple Edge Protection™

W O O L S L E E P E R S E L I T E M AT T R E S S C O N T E N T S

1400 ReActivePro™ 8-turn
pocket springs

Hypnos ReActivePro™ pocket springs are engineered with 8
active turns providing our clients an added assurance that each
mattress has been designed to deliver ultimate comfort to their
guests, time after time.

Hypnos Triple Edge
Protection™

Our Triple Edge ProtectionTM provides true edge-to-edge
support. Two flat frames on the underside and top of the
mattress, nestle up to four rows of higher density springs
on both sides of the mattress. These are secured in place by
two layers of active stiffening sheets to create our contract
specification triple edge protection.

16.3kg of 100% British wool
from Red Tractor assured farms

Pure wool is the super fibre and ours is fully traceable back to
the farm. Wool is naturally antibacterial and incredibly breathable.
It responds to fluctuations in body temperature by wicking away
moisture, to provide the perfect night’s sleep whatever the time
of year.

Swaledale British wool from
Red Tractor assured farms

Pure Swaledale wool pad from Red Tractor assured farms
provides natural support above the pocket springs.

3000 Adaptiv™ comfort
springs

Hypnos Adaptiv™ springs are designed to provide an extra layer
of comfort and luxury by flexing to individual body shapes.

Unbleached Cotton and
Viscose, naturally FR rated
ticking

A beautiful breathable sleep surface woven from sustainably
sourced, unbleached cotton and viscose. The BS7177 Medium
Hazard (Crib 5) fire safety standard, is met by applying a
natural M-Pure FR treatment without having to rely on synthetic
flame-retardants.

Chrome vents

To aid breathability within the mattress helping to keep the
guest cool.

Horizontal padded handles

For ease of mattress positioning on the bed base.

Traditionally hand tufted with
wool tufts

Finished by hand, each tuft secures mattress fillings in their
correct position to maintain a stable construction.

Seasonal turn mattress

Turn and rotate with the seasons to ensure longevity and
continued comfort.

Specification based on 150cm mattress

We deliver comfort with integrity by ensuring every material and process used in making
Hypnos Contract Beds meets our exacting standards:

®
TRACEABLE WOOL GROWERS

All wool used in our Woolsleepers mattresses is processed through the Woolkeepers®.
The Woolkeepers® initiative has established a better way of doing business for the farmers, for
the wool processors and for companies like Hypnos, who value this precious fibre. It ensures
integrity throughout the supply chain, as farmers are paid fairly, animal welfare is central and wool is
processed to the highest standards. Partnering with the Woolkeepers® initiative has enabled us to
craft a range of mattresses that are both luxurious and sustainable.

We use 100% British wool that is traceable to an assured farm. Giving us the confidence in
excellent animal welfare and an opportunity to support our British farming communities by
ensuring farmers get paid a fair price for their wool.

We source all our cotton through the Better Cotton Initiative to ensure it is farmed in a sustainable
way.

All our viscose is derived from certified renewable wood sources using an eco-responsible
production processes.

We use M-PURE, a natural flame retardant that utilises bio-based raw materials, that are
environmentally friendly, biodegradable and 100% sustainable. It is made from milk proteins and
glycerin.

All our polyester and eOlus™ fibre is accredited by the Global Recycled Standard (GRS). The goal
of the GRS is to increase use of Recycled materials in products and eliminate the harm caused by
its production.

All our polythene packaging is made from an innovative bio plastic using sugar cane, so is 100%
recyclable and sustainable.
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